The Sleepbetter
Mattress Range

Made in the UK

The Sleepbetter Roll Pack Mattress Range

Sleepbetter Value + Mattress
The SleepBetter™ Value + mattress is designed
to offer comfort and support at a reasonable
price. Combining Richguard™ foam with a soft
knitted polyester cover, this medium support
mattress makes an ideal sleeping surface and gives
a good night’s sleep at an affordable price.The
mattress is fabulous for use in children’s bunk
beds, as a new bed for caravans or as an
overnight guest bed. It is suitable for most bed
frames and both side of the mattress offer
shaped-to-your-sleep support.

Sleepbetter Comfort Mattress
The SleepBetter™ Comfort mattress combines a
luxurious layer of memory foam with a high quality
Richguard™ base foam for extra support. Memory
foam was created to offer optimum levels of
comfort and pressure relief by gently moulding itself
to the contours of the body. Its unique chemistry
enables it to gently respond to the needs of each
and every pressure point by reacting to body heat.
This no-turn mattress is encased in a luxury, soft feel
knitted polyester cover and is ideal as an adult or
children’s mattress.

Sleepbetter Premier Mattress
The Sleepbetter™ Premier leads the way in design and
comfort, combing the latest 5 Zone Active Air
Technology™ with memory foam, for a more restful
night’s sleep. A luxurious layer of memory foam ensures
this mattress gently moulds itself to the contours of the
body while Richguard™ base foam offers a superior level
of support. Finally a Maxicool moisture management soft
feel cover draws moisture away from the body to help
regulate body temperature.
The Sleepbetter Premier mattress is covered by a 5 year
guarantee and is a no-turn mattress.

The mattress is supplied rolled and in a wheeled
package for easy carriage straight home today!
All Sleepbetter mattresses are made in the UK, are
non-allergenic and meet BS7177.
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